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Covid-19 vaccine passports: access, equity, and ethics
Governments should proceed with great caution through this minefield
Tasnime Osama, 1 Mohammad S Razai, 2 Azeem Majeed1
With millions of people receiving covid-19 vaccines
globally, some countries have already started
planning the implementation of “vaccine
passports”—accessible certificates confirming
covid-19 vaccination linked to the identity of the
holder. The purpose of vaccine passports,
governments argue, is to allow people to travel,
attend large gatherings, access public venues, and
return to work without compromising personal safety
and public health.1 There remain, however,
considerable practical and ethical challenges to their
implementation.
Vaccine passports are not only permissible under
international health regulations, they already exist.
The World Health Organization endorses certificates
confirming vaccination against yellow fever for entry
into certain countries.2 Contrary to immunity
passports, which may, perversely, incentivise
infection, vaccine passports incentivise vaccination,3
an international public good with many positive
benefits4 including individual and population
immunity.
The public health principle of least infringement
states that to achieve a public health goal, policy
makers should implement the option that least
impairs individual liberties.5 While lockdowns may
be required, the continued restriction of the civil
liberties of those who are immune and pose minimal
risk of spreading infection may be unethical, as lack
of freedom of movement is one of the most common
adverse impacts of the pandemic on people’s lives.3 6
Additionally, vaccine passports could help prevent
other health and socioeconomic harms caused by
lockdowns, thereby accruing individual and
collective health, economic, and social benefits.
For vaccine passport holders to demonstrate
protection from illness and lack of infectiousness,
however, more evidence about the long term
effectiveness of different types of vaccines and the
duration of protection they confer is required,
particularly with the regular emergence of new
variants. The AstraZeneca vaccine may reduce
transmission by up to 67% while the Pfizer BioNTech
vaccine is 85% effective in preventing asymptomatic
and symptomatic infections after the second dose,
7 8 generating indirect benefits that extend to
unvaccinated individuals through a reduction of
SARS-CoV-2 circulation. Given that there are currently
more than 200 vaccine trials underway, however,
establishing the characteristics of each vaccine for
the purpose of passport renewal would be
challenging.
Vaccine passports need to be internationally
standardised and must have verifiable credentials
that safeguard against problems such as forgery and
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loss of privacy. WHO does not currently endorse
covid-19 vaccine or immunity passports because of
these concerns.9 It has, however, initiated a Smart
Vaccination Certificate Working Group to establish
key specifications and standards for effective and
interoperable digital solutions for covid-19
vaccination.
Ethical concerns remain about the societal divide
that these passports could cause. The Nuffield Council
on Bioethics states that such passports could enable
coercive and stigmatising workplaces, thereby
compounding current structural disadvantages.10
Vaccine passports must be available and accessible
to all to prevent exacerbating existing societal
inequalities and worsening the health divide.
Vaccines are scarce and access remains unequal,
both globally and within countries. Covid-19 vaccines
are also contraindicated in some people with serious
health conditions and allergies.11 People facing
vaccination access problems will be unable to obtain
vaccine passports. Pregnant women are at an
increased risk of severe covid-19 illness12; however,
as clinical trials did not include pregnant women,
the uncertain risk of vaccination during pregnancy
may also lead to understandable hesitancy in this
group. Ethnic minorities are also more likely to be
vaccine hesitant.13
With most vaccine doses delivered in high income
countries, WHO warned that the world is on the brink
of a catastrophic moral failure.14 Because of vaccine
nationalism and insufficient efforts to support
globally coordinated access to covid-19 vaccines,
nearly 25% of the world’s population may not have
access to a vaccine until at least 2022.15 This will
widen the global north-south divide and create a
situation where people from high income countries
are able to travel, but not those from low income
countries.
As vaccine passports would probably be digital and
require access to private medical records, there are
important questions around internet access, costs of
acquiring and maintaining the passports, privacy,
and data protection that must be tackled. Many
consider adequate internet access a fundamental
human right16; as large numbers of people do not
have smartphones or stable internet connections,
their exclusion breaches their rights to equality,
particularly for those in low and middle income
countries. Whether it is legal for workplaces, airlines,
and entertainment and leisure venues to access
vaccination data remains controversial, as this can
perpetuate a form of elitism.17 Furthermore, ensuring
that patient sensitive data are not used for other
purposes is essential.
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While the merits of vaccine passports may be undeniable,
implementation will require ethical justifications and practical
solutions that do not discriminate against the poor, the less
technically literate, and people from low and middle income
countries. Without mitigation strategies and alternative solutions,
the hardships experienced by marginalised and vulnerable groups
will be intensified through the perpetuation of discrimination. If
they are to be rolled out, the benefits of vaccine passports should
not be dispersed unequally, and societies globally must strive to
ensure that they are available to all.
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